OBLONG PALM AND FINGERS APPEAR TO BE SHORT IN RELATION TO THE PALM. THEY ARE CREATIVE, INNOVATION, TRANSFORMATIVE AND FULL OF INTENSITY IN THEIR CHOSEN FIELD.
Basic features of Earth Hand:
- Square hand and short fingers
- Few but well-marked lines
- Cautious, down-to-earth, steadfast
  nut tolerant
- Love peaceful and natural
  surroundings
- Use their hands for work
  - Practical attitude
  - Materialistic tendencies
  - Detest change
  - Change only after tried and
tested methods that give
tangible results.

EARTH HANDS:
SQUARE PALMS & SHORT FINGERS
AIR HANDS ARE LONG AND NARROW WITH SQUARISH PALM WITH LONG FINGER NAILS

The person's mental energy is imagined as originating at the wrist and traveling the length of the hand to the fingers, where it is put into action and made manifest in the world. The long palm, therefore, indicates a mind, which spends a great deal of time with its thoughts until they are released through the fingers and out into the world. Long fingers are also indicative of an active mind, perhaps to the point of restlessness.

The intellectual types, deep thinkers, value privacy and are more refined, inquisitive in nature, interested in travel, communication and things above the ordinary.

Types of hands with illustrations by Anthony writer, Jyotisha Bharati, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Mumbai, India
HANDS ACCORDING TO MODERN CHIROLOGY

THE WATER OR PSYSCHIC SHAPED HAND

Water hands have many fine, spidery lines and both the palm and the fingers are long. The Water hand is found on the sensitive, emotional type of individual. Watertypes are caring, receptive and artistic. They are primarily motivated by feelings. They may have trouble coping with stress and are often happiest in a peaceful Environment. Sensitive, intuitive and compassionate would be the qualities those with water hands would most likely claim.